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VIRTUOSO TRAVELER brought to you by

The Virtuoso Network of
1,000+ Agency Locations

Virtuoso Connects
Travelers to the
World’s Best
Travel Advisors
Virtuoso travel advisors have the
firsthand knowledge, global expertise,
and industry connections to get you
more value — upgrades, private
access, and added touches — to
really make you feel like a VIP.
Whether you already know where
you want to go, or are looking
for inspiration, they’ll help you plan
unforgettable luxury experiences.
Rely on Virtuoso travel advisors
for every trip, near or far.

Check out the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com
to find the one who’s right for you.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso .
®

THE FAST TRACK TO
THE LAST CONTINENT.

ANTARCTICA CAN BE
CLOSER THAN YOU THINK.
Skip the Drake Passage and fly business class from Punta Arenas straight to
Antarctica. Let Silver Explorer take you across the continent, as you get immersed
in the otherworldly beauty of the most extreme latitudes on the planet.

DAY 1 fly to
DAY 2 arrive in
PUNTA ARENAS PUNTA ARENAS

DAY 3 Business
Class flight to
ANTARCTICA /
embark ship

DAY 3-9 expedition cruise DAY 9 disembark
on SILVER EXPLORER
ship / Business
Class flight to
PUNTA ARENAS

DAY 10 fly
back home

Fly over the Drake Passage in Business Class straight to Antarctica / Start your cruise
in the heart of the destination / Spend as many days in Antarctica as Silversea’s
traditional Antarctica cruises

INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT

6-day voyage
ANTARCTICA

Punta Arenas

BUSINESS CLASS
FLIGHT TO ANTARCTICA
King George Island
South Shetland Islands

DAY BY DAY
DATE

DEPARTURE DATES
ARRIVE DEPART

11 Dec 2021

30 Jan 2022

18:00

17 Dec 2021

05 Feb 2022

12 Dec ANTARCTIC SOUND

23 Dec 2021

27 Feb 2022

13 Dec ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

29 Dec 2021

05 Mar 2022

18 Jan 2022

11 Mar 2022

24 Jan 2022

17 Mar 2022

11 Dec KING GEORGE ISLAND

Antarctic Sound
Antarctic Peninsula

Silver Explorer

14 Dec ANTARCTIC PENINSULA
15 Dec ANTARCTIC PENINSULA
16 Dec SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS
17 Dec KING GEORGE ISLAND

05:30

MAKE YOUR WHITE CONTINENT ADVENTURE PLANS
WITH YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.
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What Is Virtuoso?
Virtuoso connects travelers to the world’s top travel advisors,
along with a coveted portfolio of more than 1,800 top hotels, cruise
lines, tour operators, destination specialists, tourism boards, and more.
It’s a curated group of the best the travel industry has to offer.

FRIENDS IN
HIGH PLACES:
Connecting with
locals in Nepal
(for more on the
country, turn to
page 42).

WHY WORK WITH A
TRAVEL ADVISOR?
Virtuoso travel advisors elevate every trip. A great advisor …

Knows the World: The best advisors travel the globe – scouting out
hotels, deepening relationships with
tour guides, and gleaning firsthand
knowledge of destinations for you.

•

Makes You a VIP: Expect customized itineraries and insider access all
over the world. Virtuoso advisors are
also able to secure special benefits
you can’t get on your own, including exclusive hotel amenities such
as preferred rates and availability,
room upgrades (if available), and
extras like spa treatments and dining
credits. Perks on “Virtuoso Voyages”
sailings often include cocktail parties
with an onboard host, special shore
excursions, a private car and driver
in port, or shipboard credits.

•

Knows Your Travel Style: Virtuoso advisors understand what’s
most important to you, whether it’s

•

6
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taking private cooking classes or
simply lounging by the pool.
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Takes It from Ordinary to
Extraordinary: Virtuoso advisors
can assist with everything from bigpicture aspects (including knowing
where to go – and when) to the
details that matter (think booking
hotel rooms with the best views).
Expands Your Horizons: Your advisor will help you think creatively about
where to go and what to do. Count on
recommendations for hot new destinations, plus new ways to experience
those places you’ve already visited.

•

Can Handle Anything: When
problems occur away from home,
consider your advisor your personal
help line and “fixer” who knows how
to quickly turn things around for
the better.

•

Virtuoso® is the leading international travel agency
network specializing in luxury and experiential travel. This
by-invitation-only organization comprises more than 1,000
travel agency partners with 20,000 elite travel advisors in
50 countries throughout North America, Latin America,
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Ultimate Panoramic Suite

Perfect Day at CocoCay, Bahamas

Coco Beach Club SM

RO O MS W IT H A V IEW
The original gamechanger — Oasis of the Seas ® — is running up the score again
with an all new way to getaway. After a day of exploring new shores, retreat to the
Ultimate Panoramic Suite. Take in sweeping 200 degree views from wall to wall and
floor to ceiling glass windows. Indulge in 914 square feet of space, a walk-in closet,
and an upgraded bathroom with panoramic views of its own. Plus, as par t of
Royal Suite Class, the Ultimate Panoramic Suite gives you all the top-tier
Star Class amenities — including your own personal Royal Genie who
grants VIP access shipwide. Sailing from New York star ting this May.

Contact your Vir tuoso Travel Advisor
to learn about exclusive benefits.
2017 - 2019 VIRTUOSO

®

Best Multi-Generational
Program – Cruise

WINNER

Royal Ampliﬁed experiences vary by ship. Images and messaging for Oasis of the Seas® reﬂect current design concepts and may include artistic renderings and/or images of other Oasis Class and Voyager Class ships.
Suite program beneﬁts, amenities, and services vary by suite category, ship, and itinerary, and are subject to change at any time without notice. Additional program terms apply. Royal Suite Class programming developed
exclusively for Oasis and Quantum class ships. Coco Beach Club including Floating Cabanas is currently in development and is scheduled to open January 31, 2020; all features and timing are subject to change without notice.
Images and messaging for Coco Beach Club may include artistic renderings. ©2019 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas. 19071396 • 12/5/2019

EVERY

LU X URY
INCLUDED

STROLLING THE
MEDIEVAL STREETS…
Along the waterfront, my eye catches the shimmer of Monte Carlo.
I can hardly believe we were there last night, gallivanting like international
diplomats. Now, we’re heading to charming Èze for what our butler tells
us will be an unforgettable experience — a gourmet meal prepared by the
Master Chef at the legendary La Chévre d’Or.
ONE OF COUNTLESS EXPERIENCES OF A LIFETIME, ABOARD REGENT SEVEN SEAS CRUISES.

NEW THIS WINTER, we are excited to launch Serene Spa & Wellness™ on Seven Seas Splendor™
and across our luxurious fleet. Enhance your travel with globally inspired spa treatments,
rejuvenating fitness classes, nutritionally balanced menu selections and wellness tours as
you journey around the world.

FOR VOYAGES AND RESERVATIONS,
PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO
TRAVEL ADVISOR

(WILD)FLOWER POWER 12 | R&R AT SEA 14 | SPRING FLINGS 18 | MUST-HAVE HEALTH APPS 22

COMPASS

NEWS ON NAVIGATING THE WORLD + THE PERKS AND PRIVILEGES OF USING A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

An intentional soak in an onsen tub.

HAWAIIAN HEALING After a four-year hiatus, the Lodge at Koele in the tropical highlands of Lanai has returned as
the Four Seasons Hotel Lanai at Koele, a Sensei Retreat. “Sensei guides” trained in nutrition, fitness, and spa therapies
design custom itineraries for guests of the Four Seasons’ first all-inclusive wellness enclave. Three-night minimum stays
emphasize movement, nourishment, and rest – key pillars supported by as many as 16 exercise classes a day, 30 spa
treatments, a menu created by acclaimed Japanese chef Nobu Matsuhisa, and 96 tranquil rooms. Guided hikes, beach
excursions, and cultural lectures supplement on-property activities in two movement studios, onsen soaking tubs, and
ten private hale, or spa cottages. Doubles from $13,800 for three nights, including round-trip flights from Honolulu and all
activities, excursions, spa services, meals, and beverages; Virtuoso travelers receive a $100 resort credit.
COMPASS IS REPORTED BY: ELAINE GLUSAC, SUSAN HANSON, JEN LYONS, AND DIANE SEPANSKI
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| MARCH
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(WILD)FLOWER
POWER
These hotel experiences put nature’s bouquet on full display.

NORCIA, ITALY

Floral Hikes in Umbria
WHAT’S IN BLOOM: Butterﬂies ﬂitter
about as guests of the 24-room Palazzo
Seneca join an easy three-mile guided
hike through the Umbrian countryside
to collect (depending on the season and
the path the guide chooses) wild roses,
poppies, delicate elderﬂowers, and dog
violets. Springtime brings deep-pink
blossoms to the local Judas trees.
ADDED COLOR: Edible wildﬂowers
go into jams, syrups, pastries,
and pasta sauces that aspiring chefs staying at Palazzo
Seneca make in a cooking class
at Casa Bianconi, a medieval
townhouse located within Monti Sibillini National Park.
DETAILS: Doubles from $166; Virtuoso
travelers receive breakfast daily and a
$100 hotel credit.

AUSTIN, UNITED STATES

Wrap for the Roses

From top: A cooking class at Casa
Bianconi for Palazzo Seneca guests,
Royal Mansour Marrakech’s Moorish
spa, and a Hill Country hike with
Lake Austin Spa Resort.
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WHAT’S IN BLOOM: Essential oil made
with roses native to the Kalaat M’Gouna
Valley – long revered for their ability
to heal dry, sensitive skin – enhances
a number of new hammam body
wraps at Royal Mansour Marrakech.
Its three-story spa also adds rose
water to its rhassoul clay masks and
other treatments.
ADDED COLOR: Have the 53room hotel arrange a private
tour to the Ourika Valley
during the November
saffron harvest or
springtime distillation of
orange-blossom ﬂowers.
DETAILS: Doubles from $1,200;
Virtuoso travelers receive breakfast
daily and a $100 spa credit.

Texas Turns Blue
WHAT’S IN BLOOM: The Lone Star
State’s wildﬂower-lined hills and highways
are the enduring legacy of former ﬁrst
lady Claudia “Lady Bird” Johnson. The
showiest of these buds, bluebonnets (aka
Texas lupines), blanket ﬁelds only during
a brief blooming season (March to midApril), adding to their allure. The 40-room
Lake Austin Spa Resort takes full
advantage with prairie hikes, watercolor classes, and photography
sessions to capture the perfect
Instagram snap.
ADDED COLOR: Book the
recently renovated Lady Bird
Presidential Suite, overlooking
the resort’s gardens.
DETAILS: Doubles from $595;
Virtuoso travelers receive
breakfast daily and a $100
spa credit.

(HIKE) STEWART COHEN/LAKE AUSTIN SPA RESORT, (ROSE) ULKAN/GETTY IMAGES,
(POPPY) VITALINA/GETTY IMAGES, (BLUEBONNET) WARREN PRICE/GETTY IMAGES

MARRAKECH, MOROCCO

Room for
Improvement

Now Thai this:
Gran Meliá
Palacio de los
Duques’ ornate
spa room.

Well-being comes with an Asian
twist in Spain’s buzzy capital.
Thai Room Wellness, inside the
180-room Gran Meliá Palacio
de los Duques, offers an array
of relaxing Thai therapies amid
Tibetan artworks, Chinese antiques, and a collection of more
than 50 calming botanicals.
Follow your treatment by lingering over Dos Cielos Madrid’s
new five-course menu, which
emphasizes the decidedly
Spanish tradition of sobremesa
(relaxing after a meal) with
post-dinner coffee, spirits,
and a dessert spread featuring
flavors of chocolate and saffron.
Doubles from $360; Virtuoso
travelers receive breakfast daily
and a $100 hotel credit (for Red
Level room categories).

EXPERIENCE CROATIA
& THE SPARKLING
ADRIATIC SEA
CROATIA & ITS ISLANDS
Featuring a 38-Passenger Private Yacht

12 Days • 19 Meals
STARTING AT $3,199*

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
*Pricing is per person, land only, double occupancy, and varies by departure date. CST No. 2006766-20, UBI No. 601-220-855, Fla. Seller of Travel Reg. No. ST35613

Compass | BON VOYAGE
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The art of Thai foot massage traces
its roots to Jivaka, the Buddha’s
personal doctor. Buddhist
monks continued to perfect
the therapeutic procedure,
which combines acupressure with gentle massage
and yogic stretches to create
a deep sense of healing and relaxation. Visitors to Bangkok can
experience the benefits of this ancient therapy while cruising the Chao
Phraya River aboard a traditional wooden
rice barge on a wellness excursion offered
through Oceania Cruises’ Aquamar Spa +
Vitality Center. Its new holistic program,
which debuted fleetwide in January, takes
a comprehensive approach to wellbeing, from acupuncture to yoga classes
and themed shore excursions. Healthy
eating habits are encouraged with a wide
variety of plant-based and vegetarian
dishes, as well as the only cold-pressed raw
juice and smoothie bars at sea.

ASK THE ADVISOR

Why go to sea
to get R&R?

A RECENT STUDY PUBLISHED

that says you must go ashore at all.

in the International Journal of

Staying on board while in port “al-

Tourism Research found that tak-

lows you to have the ship almost to

ing a cruise can boost m

yourself,” says the advisor. Bonus:

w

-

, with

benefits lasting up to six months.

Spa and beauty services are often
discounted during port calls.

Linda Allen-Speer of Harrison,

TEA IT UP: Allen-Speer finds a

Arkansas, shares her favorite ways

proper afternoon tea to be “a

to find wellness on the water.

delightful way to relax.”

SNOOZE FEST: “A cruise can be

ISLAND TIME: A week or two

just the ticket to catch up on z’s,

in the sunny Caribbean works

and even bank some,” says Allen-

like magic, especially during the

Speer, who recommends sleeping

winter months, says the advisor.

in and exploring ashore in the

She notes that, for many U.S. resi-

afternoon. Early birds should head

dents, the airfare is reasonable,

out first thing, then return for a

and the flight times are short.

decadent midday nap.

Those on the West Coast, she
adds, can find the same respite

STAYING POWER: There’s no rule
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while cruising the Mexican Riviera.

(BANGKOK) ALEKSANDR SOKOLOV/GETTY IMAGES,
(ILLUSTRATION) SVETLANA AGANINA/GETTY IMAGES

Here, Virtuoso travel advisor

The Regent
Suite’s en suite
spa and (left)
Hästens Vividus
handmade bed.

SWEET
DREAMS

A third of Americans are sleep deprived,
according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. Clearly, this segment isn’t
counting sheep on a custom, $200,000 Hästens
Vividus handmade bed, filled with horsetail hair
and covered by temperature-controlling linens.
The decadent sleep experience – available

CRUISE THE BVI FROM
COAST TO COVE.
Dive in to the true spirit of the British Virgin Islands while
cruising the best-kept secret in the Caribbean. Hop off your
chartered yacht or catamaran and immerse yourself in the
unique culture, endless adventures and discoveries waiting
to be made on and offshore.

L

exclusively to Regent Suite guests aboard
the just-debuted Seven Seas Splendor – also
features a restorative milk bath and a flowerinfused-face-mask ritual provided en suite by
the new Serene Spa & Wellness center, which
Regent Seven Seas Cruises launched across
its fleet in January.

Photo credit: Star Clippers

REJUVENATE YOUR MIND,
BODY AND SPIRIT
with onboard and onshore wellness experiences.
EXPERIENCE THE "#1 RIVER CRUISE LINE"—AS VOTED BY READERS
OF TRAVEL + LEISURE IN THE 2019 WORLD'S BEST AWARDS.

As we continue to elevate the standard of luxury river
cruising, we’re dedicated to bringing you wellness
experiences that will relax and revitalize you. With exclusive
access to wellness experts, our Serenity River spa, a
Traveling Lite menu, and our signature “Let’s Go” active
excursions, we’ve designed every detail to balance you.

WANDERLUST MEETS WELLNESS
FEATURED WELLNESS ITINERARIES
RHINE, MOSELLE &
BLISSFUL BADEN-BADEN
12 days | Baden-Baden to Frankfurt
River Queen
Let your troubles slip away in the famed
spa town of Baden-Baden. Soak in the
mineral-rich waters of Caracalla Thermal
Bath or take a deep breathe in the Sea
Salt Grotto. Both experiences will leave
you with a divine sense of revitalization.

BRILLIANT BORDEAUX
8 days | Bordeaux to Bordeaux
S.S. Bon Voyage
Take in the fresh air on this active
itinerary. From a once-in-a-lifetime yoga
class in the historic Blaye Fortress to a
sunrise hike at Dune du Pilat to biking in
the Medoc Vineyards, you’ll feel refreshed
and recharged.

INDIA’S GOLDEN TRIANGLE
& THE SACRED GANGES
13 days | New Dehli to Kolkata
Ganges Voyager II
As you travel through the birthplace of
yoga, enjoy complimentary classes with
a certified yogi. Four different styles of
yoga are offered daily, along with group
lectures and individualized meetings. This
fully immersive program will ground you
and center your mind.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TO BOOK YOUR CRUISE ON THE
“#1 RIVER CRUISE LINE” AND RECEIVE EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES AMENITIES.
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OUR SPRING TRAVEL GUIDE
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PRIME PETAL SPOTS

TAH IT I | FR EN CH P O LYN E SIA | FIJ I | S O UT H PACI FI C

Choose Your Own
Adventure
«

Stargaze Moorea’s
velvet night sky in the
Southern Hemisphere

Snorkel amidst
thousands of
darting colors

Learn how to
say“Cheers!”
in Tahitian

LEARN MORE

For reservations, call your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor today. Be sure to ask about special
Virtuoso-hosted sailings and shipboard credits!

All-Inclusive, Luxury Small-Ship Voyages

Celebrate your love
with a Polynesian Blessing
Ceremony in Bora Bora

»

Compass

POSTCARD

TRAVEL INTEL

Just Chilling
An off-season visit to Cabo San Lucas leads a
California family to quiet beaches, peaceful seaside
views, and an infinity pool all to themselves.
IN THE MOMENT
“I was at utter peace, completely relaxed, staring out
at the ocean,” says Suzanne
Prescott of Thousand Oaks,
California. Bonus: Just before
her husband, Darrin, captured
this photo, she notes, “I had a
massage in a poolside cabana.”

connecting with each other.
Woodland Hills, Californiabased Virtuoso travel advisor
Jessica Hart planned every
detail of the trip and surprised
the Prescotts with extras such
as a welcome bottle of wine
and a platter of local foods in
their suite.

THE TRIP

WHERE NEXT?

Suzanne, Darrin, and their
teenage son spent five days
unwinding in Cabo: They
lounged in and by their hotel’s
pool, snorkeled in the calm
waters of a nearby cove,
and – best of all, says Suzanne – spent plenty of time

Suzanne plans on enlisting
her travel advisor to craft a
family-heritage trip to Italy.
“My ancestors are from several different regions there, and
I’m confident that Jessica can
craft a memorable, enriching
trip for us.”

TIP
“If you don’t love crowds, head to Mexico in the less busy
summer season. You’ll appreciate the extra space, and there’s so much
beauty to explore.” – Virtuoso traveler Suzanne Prescott

Nature Break
The Faroe Islands have seen such an
uptick in visitors looking to connect
with its natural wonders that the archipelago now needs a respite. Popular tourist sites on the remote island
chain – located between Iceland and
Norway – will be off-limits to visitors
(excluding a recently approved group
of 100 volunteers from 30 countries)
during an official “Closed for Maintenance” period this April 16 and 17.

Destination immersion,
Cabo San Lucas-style.

20 V I R T U O S O T R A V E L E R

Getting some quality R&R ranked
among the top five travel motivations in 2020, according to the newly
released Virtuoso Luxe Report, an
annual survey that gathers the insights
of 1,300 Virtuoso travel advisors across
the globe. The fact that the World
Health Organization recently added
occupational burnout as an official
syndrome adds even more incentive to
leave no vacation day behind.

(FAROE ISLANDS) ABBPHOTO/GETTY IMAGES

Driven to Relax

Compass | TRAVELER’S TALE

We picked Asia because

family, with a Muslim

three-dimensional

we wanted a destination

family from Dubai, while

technology-art exhibit

totally different from our
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SIMON GREER

distractions from home,

Simon Greer and Sharna Goldseker
turned to Virtuoso travel advisor
Matthew Gill for a trip that promised
to be as rewarding for them as
it would be for their 8-year-old
daughter, Sasha, and 11-year-old son,
Owen. As Simon reports, the 18-week,
nine-country adventure was more life
changing than they’d even dreamed.

RETREAT WITH
PURPOSE
Your journey begins now
Enjoy $250 nightly resort credit
at The Retreat, Miraval Arizona’s
exclusive, elegant space that
transcends the traditional suite.
Mindful. Memorable. Miraval.

Contact your travel
advisor for more
information about
our exclusive
Retreat Package.
Part of the HYATT family
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Contact your professional Virtuoso Travel Advisor now for expert advice and great value.
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Links Drinks
Get your greens, then kick back with a cocktail at these golf hotels’ 19th holes.

Kiawah Island, South Carolina
THE DIGS: Kiawah Island Golf Resort
offers outdoor pursuits and a deep
commitment to sustainability on
an unsullied barrier island 21 miles
from Charleston.
THE GREENS: Five courses – all
Audubon-certified as Cooperative
Sanctuaries – include the Pete Dyedesigned Ocean Course, with ten of its
challenging 18 holes snugged against
the Atlantic.
THE DRINK: Order the Albatross
(King Charles vodka, raspberry liquor,
pineapple, lemon juice) at the Ocean
Course’s Ryder Cup Bar.

St Andrews, Scotland

In the drink (clockwise from top): Kiawah Island’s
Ocean Course, Old Course Hotel’s Cats Pyjamas,
and the Conservatory Bar and Lounge at
Rosewood Bermuda.

THE DIGS: Overlooking the legendary
Old Course links, Old Course Hotel,
Golf Resort & Spa is a stately stunner in
the heart of Scotland’s “Home of Golf.”
THE GREENS: The Duke’s lush heathland setting, sweeping views of St
Andrews Bay, and five tees at each of
its 18 holes appeal to nature lovers of
all handicaps.
THE DRINK: The Cats Pyjamas features lime juice, honey, egg white, and
12-year-old AnCnoc Highland single
malt – just one of the Road Hole Bar’s
317 Scottish whiskies.

Hamilton Parish, Bermuda
THE DIGS: Pink-sand beaches, British
heritage, and U.S. proximity draw visitors to Rosewood Bermuda, which recently underwent a $25 million refresh.
THE GREENS: Built in 1932 and redesigned in 2002, the 18-hole Tucker’s
Point Golf Course replaced its grass
with quick-putting TifEagle, but kept
its turquoise-sea views.
THE DRINK: Sip a Conservatory martini (Tanqueray 10, vermouth, orange
bitters) at the new, gin-focused Conservatory Bar and Lounge.
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cruise alaska with the best of the best
Sail with the #1 cruise line in Alaska – Princess. Get immersed in the beauty of the Great Land
— from shimmering glaciers, to epic mountains and majestic wildlife.

†

included
HURRY, OFFER ENDS ON 2/29!

7-day Voyage of the Glaciers

Exclusive Offer †

Anchorage to Vancouver, B.C.
Coral Princess ® June 10, 2020
Mini-Suite fares from* $

2,394

*Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses of up to $225 are additional.

Book any 2020 sailing in a Mini-Suite or above and receive
a complimentary Deluxe Balcony Breakfast for 2 guests

Enjoy

$

50

to spend
on board ^

Call your Virtuoso Advisor for details!

*Fare applies to minimum lead-in mini-suite category on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares for other categories or sail dates may vary. †Certain restrictions apply, please refer to your travel advisor for complete term, conditions and
deﬁnitions that apply to all bookings. Offer valid 12/11/19 to 2/29/20. ^Up to $50 Onboard Spending Money per stateroom. Offer is applicable to ﬁrst/second-berth guests only. Third/fourth-berth guests are not eligible. Onboard spending money may
be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash, cannot be used in the casino and expires at the end of that voyage. Offer is not transferable and may not be combinable with other select offers or other onboard credits. Onboard spending
money is quoted in U.S. dollars and is based on the ship’s onboard currency. Void where prohibited by law. †Deluxe Balcony Breakfast is applicable to all voyages 6-days or longer sailing between January and December 2020. Offer is valid for bookings
made through Virtuoso affliated agencies only and applies to the 1st & 2nd guests booked in a minisuite or suite stateroom. The Deluxe Balcony Breakfast price is valued at $45 USD per couple, guest will receive a voucher in their stateroom and
must select day to redeem the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast at that time. Menu may change based on availability and season. Gratuity is not included. The package may be used on a single voyage only, is not redeemable for cash at any point during
the cruise and expires at the end of that voyage. Offer is not transferable, is not combinable with other select offers or other onboard credits and does not follow guests who change promotions prior to cruising. In the event that a guest does not
want the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast, no substitutions will be offered. Offer is combinable with Cruise Sales, Standard Groups (including amenities and counts toward TCs) and Captain Circle Savings. Offer is not combinable with Casino Discounts,
Recipient-Only, Air Promotions, Flash, Interline, Travel Agent, and Princess Saver Fares. This promotion is not applicable to incentive groups. The promotion will be subject to capacity control and is not transferable. This offer is available to residents
of the 50 United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Bermuda and the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or older. Guests may book through their preferred Travel Consultant. Princess Cruises may modify, amend or update the terms and
conditions of the Deluxe Balcony Breakfast at any time with or without notice to guests. Reference promo code ZEV. ©2019 Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd. Ships of Bermudan and British registry.
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BEYOND KALE
Though healthy eating can hardly be called a trend, it’s always evolving.
To discover the next big nexus of nutrition and ﬂavor,
we surveyed a few of our favorite forward-thinking chefs.

Chef Helene Henderson recently
opened new outposts of her
ﬁeld-to-fork Malibu Farm (malibufarm.com) in New York City and Los
Cabos, with vegetarian dishes such as
roasted vegetable paella that rely on
color to entice.

1

WHAT’S NEXT: “Alternative meats that
are created by modern science and
reduce our animal footprint.”
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Washington D.C.’s Doi Moi
(doimoidc.com) features regional
Southeast Asian dishes from
Cambodia to Sri Lanka.

2

WHAT’S NEXT: Green-less salads. “Kale
is ready to retire as the go-to staple,”
says co-executive chef Brandon
Nguyen. Instead, think bananablossom or lotus-root salads.

At The Landmark Mandarin
Oriental, Hong Kong’s Amber restaurant (mandarinoriental.com),
chef Richard Ekkebus redesigned
the menu to eliminate dairy, to which
many Asians are allergic.

3

WHAT’S NEXT: “Plant-based proteins
will continue to rise,” he says. “This
will create a more sustainable environment and a healthier lifestyle.”

(MALIBU FARM AND HELENE HENDERSON) LIZ CLAYMAN

Clockwise from top right: Amber
restaurant and its avocado, lime,
Sicilian pistachio, and Granny Smith
dish; Doi Moi’s banana-blossom salad;
and Malibu Farm NYC and its colorful
vegetable paella.

Compass | SPACE TRAVEL

VIRGIN GALACTIC

Suit Up

Under Armour’s Nick Cienski works with a model to perfect space suits for
Virgin Galactic’s Future Astronauts and (inset) if the space shoe fits ...

Some of the world’s first civilian
space travelers recently
slipped into tailored, Under
Armour-designed space suits
in preparation for their historic
flight. The fitting took place
during a three-day readiness
program at the performanceapparel company’s headquarters
in Baltimore, where Virgin
Galactic’s Future Astronauts
joined training sessions, consulted
with physicians, and heard
firsthand insights about the
spaceflight experience from
chief pilot David Mackay,
who flew the company’s
VSS Unity into space in
2019. To date, more than
600 passengers from 60
countries have signed on
to fly into the final frontier on
future Virgin Galactic flights.

Compass | GOODS & GADGETS

DF R
From city streets to elevated peaks, walk on air with
our favorite comfort-ﬁrst footwear.
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FEEL FREE TO SAY ALOHAAAH.
The Best Way to Experience Hawai`i is with Norwegian Cruise Line.
When it comes to cruising Hawai`i, it’s our thing. But once you hop the Hawaiian Islands with Norwegian, it
will become your thing. Only Norwegian visits four uniquely different islands in seven days – with overnight
stays in Maui and Kaua`i. Giving you plenty of time to hike along a majestic waterfall and then take in the
dazzling show at an authentic lū`au. It’s a Hawai`i vacation experience that stays with you from sea to
shore giving you stories you’ll share for years to come.

BOOK AND RECEIVE UP TO $100 IN ONBOARD
CREDIT PER STATEROOM ON SELECT SAILINGS.
PLUS, ENJOY ALL OF NORWEGIAN’S FREE AT SEA
AMENITIES WHEN YOU BOOK THROUGH YOUR
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

©2019 NCL Corporation Ltd. Ships’ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA
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Pride of America
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Dining Alaska
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Travel Two Ways

Maldives:
Underwater or on the Water?
The island nation excels in aqua adventures.

B S

H

UNDERWATER
Novice and expert divers alike discover pristine reefs
at

.

S

The 103-room resort offers a vast array of diving options
and instruction, including a master program that’s considered the “PADI black belt” for recreational divers. Kids as
O

w
S

young as 8 can get in on the underwater act via an extensive children’s program and learn through c
c

with on-site marine biologists. Doubles from
$1,325; Virtuoso travelers receive breakfast daily,
a $100 spa credit, and a departure gift.

T

“

HERE’S NO PLACE QUITE LIKE THE
Maldives,” says Sarah Lee, a Seattle-based
Virtuoso travel advisor. “It’s so remote,
yet it offers absolute luxury.” Located in
the Indian Ocean roughly 600 miles southwest of
Sri Lanka, the string of nearly 1,200 coral islands
is a
p
, who can explore untouched
reefs, pinnacles, caves, and exciting channels while
swimming next to giant rays, curious turtles, and
more than 1,000 species of fish. The archipelago
also draws surfers to consistent swells that create
seemingly endless breaks. The shimmering p z
w
is incredibly clear (up to 130 feet visibility),
and so warm “it feels like a bath,” says Lee.
One of the advisor’s favorite watery encounters
during a recent visit was actually on shore, watching baby sharks swimming beneath her overwater
villa. Such pinch-me moments are sure to become
rarer, given the influx of visitors and the uncertain
effects of climate change. Lee encourages travelers
to stay at one of the Maldives’ c -m
and go as soon as possible for that singular sense
of “truly being on an island by yourself, with nothing and no one else around you.”
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ON THE WATER
Surf’s up at S x S

m , which recently partnered

with Australian-based Tropicsurf to provide p

-c

ch

at the 97-villa outpost. Surfers of all levels can
catch waves on eco-friendly Timbertek boards and enjoy
nearly exclusive access to Laamu Atoll’s surrounding
breaks, including the famous Yin Yang. Six Senses also
works to track and conserve local wildlife species, including manta rays and sea turtles. Doubles from $1,095;
Virtuoso travelers receive breakfast daily, a $100 dining
credit, and a 50-minute massage.

TAKE YOUR VACATION FROM

ONE TO ZEN.
Relax, you’ve got spa credit.
Refresh and re-energize at Grand Velas Resorts’ world-class spas in Mexico.
Receive a $50 spa credit for every night of your Delta Vacations getaway
to enjoy treatments and therapies that transcend the typical spa experience.
Book now for travel through December 31, 2020.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO
TRAVEL ADVISOR.

Offer subject to change without notice; other restrictions may apply. Receive a $50 spa credit per person, per night. Spa credit is
valid for a message, facial or body wrap treatments of 50 minutes or longer. Spa credit is nontransferable, noncumulative and not
redeemable for cash. Unused balances will not be refunded, and cannot be combined with any other spa promotions. Not applicable to
SPA Boutique, Beauty Salon, Hydrotherapy Circuit or Spa Cabanas. Offer valid for new reservations only.
©2020 Delta Vacations DV33340
Location: Grand Velas Los Cabos

Good Going

Why Travel Matters

W

E HUMANS ARE BORN

travelers. There’s something in our DNA that
compels us to explore
distant lands and cultures. In a meeting
I once had with the Dalai Lama, he explained that ancient Tibetans considered
travel a fundamental part of who we are
as a people, an insight that helps explain
why our species has ventured to even the
farthest reaches of our planet, from the
Arctic to Antarctica.
The same holds true today, even as
we cross modern (and still-evolving)
borders. And while politics and customs
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procedures (eye scans, facial recognition)
in 2020 are vastly different than they were
in 1920, the year the League of Nations
first conceived of global passports, the
essence of taking a trip remains the same.
It’s all about experiencing new places,
exploring natural wonders, and seeing
the world from the perspective of different cultures.
Perhaps most critically, it’s now also
about helping protect those cultures
we encounter. And with more places to
visit and more ways to get there than ever
before, the sustainable-tourism movement is gaining serious momentum: We

have an increasing array of choices to see
the world in ways that benefit people and
the planet.
Consider the expanding efforts of Wilderness Safaris, which, after its humble
beginnings in Botswana in 1983, now
operates nearly 50 lodges and camps in
seven African countries. “We established
our ecotourism company to help save
endangered species and restore wild
landscapes,” says Keith Vincent, CEO of
parent corporation Wilderness Holdings,
which currently protects nearly 8 million acres of natural habitat – and with
it, some of the rarest animals on earth.

JOHN COULTER

Costas Christ, chairman of The TreadRight Foundation and Virtuoso’s senior advisor for sustainability,
shares how travel can be a force for positive change.

G E T AWAY F R O M I T A L L
ON A TRIP WITH

We have an
increasing array of
choices to see the
world in ways that
benefit people and
the planet.

| N AT I O N A L G E O G R A P H I C |

Moving forward, says Vincent, “We want
to save millions more acres of wild places
for future generations.”
Another sustainability-centric travel
company, Uniworld Boutique River
Cruise Collection, has helped establish
the world’s first guidelines for environmentally friendly river cruising, in
addition to its already-in-place efforts to
protect cultural heritage and support local
communities. Uniworld travelers, says
CEO Ellen Bettridge, can “touch the world
in positive ways,” thanks to its partnership
with The TreadRight Foundation, which
supports sustainability projects such as
clean-water programs in the Amazon.
For its 2020 cruises, Uniworld has also
pledged to plant a tree for each guest
who opts to receive pre-trip documents
digitally, and in collaboration with social
enterprise ME to WE, it offers the chance
to participate in hands-on communitydevelopment projects during culturally
immersive pre-cruise extensions in India.
Similarly, Big Five Tours & Expeditions,
which has won two Virtuoso Sustainable
Tourism Leadership Awards, continues to
advance travel as a force for good. Among
its many efforts, Big Five partners with
Awamaki in Peru, which empowers indigenous Andean women with education and
financial independence by connecting
artisan weavers to global markets.
Travel matters because it’s a tangible
reminder of what unites us. We’re fortunate that a growing number of conscientious travel companies understand that
interconnectedness and are committed to preserving cultural and natural
treasures. And when we embrace a more
purposeful way to explore, we connect
the joy of a personal vacation with helping to make the world a better place
for all.

Hundreds of trips, more than 80 countries, every continent.
Classic train trips, private expeditions, safaris, and more.

For more information or to book a National Geographic Expedition
contact your travel advisor.

FEBRUARY

|

MARCH

2020
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© 2020 National Geographic Partners, LLC. National Geographic EXPEDITIONS and
the Yellow Border Design are trademarks of the National Geographic Society, used under license.

Local Flavor

Savoring Sicily
On the menu: Eclectic ingredients, a deep respect for tradition,
and epicurean experiences that transport you back in time.
By Victoria Veilleux

as a strategic Mediterranean
outpost for everyone from
the Phoenicians, Greeks,
Normans, and Spanish to
the Romans, Africans, and
Arabs. While other European
destinations also experienced occupations, Sicilian
cooks managed to cull star
ingredients from their colonizers. To the island’s food
cart, Arabs added foodstuffs
such as eggplant, found
in Sicily’s famed pasta alla

Norma, as well as currants,
pine nuts, oranges, and mint.
North African ships carried
couscous, which became a
frequent base for seafood
dishes. From lemon and
pistachio trees planted by
Greeks to chocolate and
tomatoes brought by Spanish
aristocrats, the eclectic combination of flavors created a
cuisine like no other.
Atlanta-based Virtuoso
travel advisor Laura Crafton,

who recently visited Sicily,
says, “Sitting around the
dinner table every night was
definitely the highlight of
my trip. It was a beautiful
reflection of what Sicilian
cuisine represents: a proud
commitment to traditions
and a melting pot of cultures
coming together as one.”
Here are three outings that
celebrate Sicily’s historic
influences, ensuring no flavor
gets lost in translation.

Sweet views: Near Taormina, the Castiglione di Sicilia commune looks out on orange groves and towering Mount Etna.
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ALESSANDRO SAFFO/SIME/ESTOCK PHOTO

O

NLY TWO MILES

of the Strait of
Messina divide
the island of Sicily
from the toe of Italy’s boot, yet
refer to the island’s residents
as “Italian,” and you’ll quickly
be corrected. “We’re Sicilian,” they’ll tell you, and that
identity is underscored by a
singular mix of cultures – and
is most evident in their culinary traditions.
For centuries, Sicily served

onder
AWAITS
Imagine a destination so extraordinary, it doesn’t
have an address. Where you’ll lose yourself in rooms
so luxurious, you’ll never want to be found. Where
dining awakens every sense, including your sense of
wonder, with menus crafted by Michelin-starred chefs.
And discover spaces envisioned by world-renowned
architects and designers. Don’t worry if you can’t
imagine a place like this. We’ve imagined it for you.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
*Visit celebrity.com for full terms and conditions. Cruise must be booked 12/19/19 – 03/04/20. Offer applies to select 4-night and longer sailings departing 01/01/20 –
05/03/22. Offer excludes Galapagos cruises. Savings Offer: Savings amounts are per stateroom, based on double occupancy, and vary by stateroom category: $200 for inside
and ocean view; $400 for veranda, Concierge Class, and AquaClass®; $1,000 for suites. Offer applies to first two guests in the stateroom and will be applied automatically.
Booking Bonus Offer: The first two guests in a qualifying inside, ocean view, veranda, Concierge Class, or AquaClass stateroom are each eligible to receive one amenity: Classic
Beverage Package, Unlimited Internet Package, Prepaid Gratuities, or $150 onboard credit. The first two guests in a suite each receive four amenities with the beverage package
upgraded to a Premium Beverage Package. Onboard credit is not redeemable for cash and expires on final night of the cruise. 50% Off Savings Offer: Applies to the cruise fares
of the third and fourth guests booked in any stateroom or suite. Not applicable to Cruisetours. Offers apply to new individual bookings and to staterooms in non-contracted
group bookings, are non-transferable, and are not combinable with any other offer. Changes to booking may result in removal of Offer. Offers and prices are subject to availability,
cancellation, and change without notice at any time. ©2019 Celebrity Cruises Inc. Ships’ registry: Malta and Ecuador.

Local Flavor

“It was a beautiful reflection of what Sicilian cuisine represents:
a proud commitment to traditions and a melting pot of
cultures coming together as one.”

THE WAY MAMA
USED TO MAKE IT
Sicilian women can be
thanked for preserving much
of the island’s foodways, and
a local chapter of an organization called Le Mamme del
Borgo (Mothers of the Village)
is continuing that effort. In
2016, women from the town of
Motta Camastra united to celebrate homespun flavors that
were being lost as the younger
generation left the island.
Each mamma creates a dish to
share in a weekly communal
dining event, served roundrobin-style in the streets
outside their homes.
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For travelers, the group hosts
small-group gatherings on
the grounds of a country estate
just 20 miles from Taormina,
where pine and chestnut
groves frame views of Mount
Etna. The women share tricks
of the trade, such as fashioning
macaroni from pasta dough
rolled skillfully around a ferretto (thin wire). Then comes
a decadent spread of Sicily’s
most prized dishes: scamorza
cheese, luscious broad beans,
fennel and orange salad, meatballs neatly packaged in lemon
leaves, heaps of tender pork,
arancine (meat-stuffed, fried
risotto balls), and, in spring,

a bowl of fresh, warm ricotta,
swimming in whey scooped
straight from the pot.
DO IT: Meet the mamme.

Admire beach and Bay of
Mazzarò views from your
balcony at the 71-room
Belmond Villa Sant’Andrea.
The former aristocratic home
in Taormina Mare has modern
touches, but preserves a luxe
residential feel. Dine seaside
at Restaurant Oliviero (try
the couscous with fresh fish,
toasted almonds, and confit
tomatoes, along with bucatini
served with broccoli, raisins,
and pine nuts) and learn how

to make the perfect caponata during a cooking class
with Oliviero’s Sicilian chef
Agostino D’Angelo. The hotel’s
Art of Gastronomy tour starts
with a two-hour morning hike
on Mount Etna and includes a
snack of local specialties such
as Maletto strawberries and
Bronte pistachios, paired with
sparkling spumantes. Later,
enjoy a bespoke lunch with
Le Mamme del Borgo, accompanied by live folk music.
Doubles from $850; Virtuoso
travelers receive breakfast daily
and a $100 dining credit. Ask
your advisor about pricing for
Art of Gastronomy tours.

(PICNIC, COUSCOUS, AND COOKING DEMO) TYSON SADLO/BELMOND

From left: Picnic time on Mount Etna, couscous with fresh fish served at Restaurant Oliviero, and a Le Mamme del Borgo cooking demo.
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Local Flavor

TIP
“As a vegetarian, I was
especially pleased with the
variety of delicious dishes
available in Sicily. Pasta alla
Norma – sautéed eggplant
and tomato sauce, topped
with ricotta salata – was one
of my favorites. I went to
Sicily thinking that I didn’t
like eggplant, but left as a
melanzane convert.”
– Laura Crafton,
Virtuoso travel advisor,
Atlanta

DINNER IS SERVED –
IN A CAVE
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Clockwise from top: Locanda Don Serafino, a cooking lesson with the restaurant’s chef
Vincenzo Candiano, and his black-ink spaghetti with sea urchin and cow’s milk ricotta.

from Modicana cows in the
nearby village of Vizzini,
and rabbit from Palazzolo
Acreide, just 25 miles away.
Visitors can join Candiano
in his kitchen, making – and
later dining on – seasonal
dishes born from the sea
and Ragusa’s pastoral hills.
Whether you’re learning how
he updates his grandmother’s
tomato sauce with egg, basil,
and a foam of caciocavallo
(stretched-curd cheese) or
experimenting with his twists
on Sicilian staples – such
as his acclaimed black-ink
spaghetti using sea urchin,

cuttlefish, and cow’s milk
ricotta (rather than the more
typical sheep’s milk variety) –
count on dishes and stories
rich in local tradition.
DO IT: Get cooking.

Your travel advisor can work
with Virtuoso on-site tour
provider Essence of Sicily to
craft customizable food journeys across the island, highlighted by cooking lessons
with chef Vincenzo Candiano
at Locanda Don Serafino.
Highly recommended: Weave
the experience into a ten-day
Luxury Sicily tour that has you

sampling street-cart treats
such as panelle (chickpea
fritters introduced by Arabs)
in Palermo; enjoying a garden
picnic at Agrigento’s famed
Valley of the Temples archeological site; meeting a chocolate maker at Modica’s Antica
Dolceria Bonajuto, which uses
an Aztec technique brought
to Sicily by the Spanish; and,
in Noto, visiting pastry chef
Corrado Assenza – who, along
with his cannoli and granitas,
was featured in an episode of
Netflix’s Chef’s Table. Departures: Any day through 2020;
from $10,280.

(SPAGHETTI) ALESSANDRO CASTIGLIONI, (CHEF) ANDREA MANGANO

Perched on a hill by the Hyblaean Mountains, the village
of Ragusa Ibla serves as southeastern Sicily’s culinary heart.
Below, lush swaths of terraced
farmland chiseled into the
area’s steep limestone landscape gradually step down to
the sea. Four thousand years
ago, troglodytes settled into
Ragusa’s caves, where some
locals reluctantly resided
until the 1950s (the grottoes
were considered substandard
living quarters). So in 2000,
when Sicilian entrepreneurs
decided to open the gourmet
restaurant Locanda Don Serafino, part of which extends
into a cave, many Ragusans
were skeptical. Today, this
Michelin-star establishment
ranks as one of Sicily’s top dining venues.
Locanda Don Serafino chef
Vincenzo Candiano grew
up on a nearby farm and
champions local produce.
He notes that his ingredients
(think wild mustard greens
and tenerumi, the leaves
and shoots of cucuzza, an
Italian squash) aren’t zero
kilometer – they’re zero
meter. His proteins’ carbon
footprints are also minimal:
He sources beef, for instance,

INSIGHT
EXPERIENCES

DELICIOUSLY
AUTHENTIC
DINING

MAGIC ISN’T

IMAGINARY

TRAVEL AND
STAY IN STYLE

SMALLER
GROUP
CAMARADERIE

SEAMLESS,
STRESS-FREE
TRAVEL

Local Flavor

reds that include nero d’Avola
and merlot. For additional
local flavor, pair them with a
family-style lunch of caponata, arancine, and timballo
(baked pasta), prepared in the
estate’s kitchen.

TIME FOR WINE
In southwestern Sicily, historical roots both literal and figurative are best traced in Terre
Sicane. This vast wine region,
comprising a collection of
vineyards surrounding the
port town of Sciacca, produces
traditional varieties such as
nero d’Avola, perricone, and
inzolia, along with international grapes like chardonnay,
merlot, and cabernet.
Learn about Sicily’s rich –
and long – winemaking
history (grape residue recently found in a cave outside
Sciacca suggests that wine
was first produced on the
island some 6,000 years ago)
during a tour and tasting at
the family-owned Planeta
Ulmo estate near Sambuca
di Sicilia. A short stroll from
its sixteenth-century farmhouse, the family created the
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Planeta Ulmo’s bountiful vineyards and wine casks.
Top right: Bearing fruit at Verdura Resort.

Iter Vitis outdoor museum,
with a “collection meadow”
showcasing Sicilian varietals.
Guided estate tours can also
include walks through the
adjacent Risinata Forest to see
a palmento (gravity-flow wine
press) dating from the fourth
to third century bc, hidden on
an unmarked trail.
Chiara Planeta, whose uncle
pioneered winemaking at

Ulmo, often provides guests
with this intimate glimpse of
history, along with foraging
tips, insights on local flora,
and information about sustainable growing practices
employed at the family’s six
estates across Sicily. Tastings
at the winery offer chances to
sip whites such as Planeta’s
“super cru” chardonnay and
La Segreta bianco, along with

Just south of Sciacca, the
203-room Verdura Resort, a
Rocco Forte Hotel sits on 570
acres of sunbathed coastline and countryside, where
tennis courts are tucked in
among orange groves, and
three links-style golf courses
attempt to tame Sicily’s unapologetically raw terrain. The
resort offers multiple food
and wine tours, including
some in the Terre Sicane that
include visits to the Planeta
Ulmo estate and other celebrated wineries. Back at the
resort, there’s plenty of food
and libations to be had at
eight dining venues. Balance
Sicily’s epicurean indulgences
with the help of Verdura’s four
thalassotherapy pools, Finnish and infrared saunas, and
wellness staff that includes
a nutritionist, mindfulness
coach, and fitness guru.
Doubles from $372; Virtuoso
travelers receive breakfast
daily and a $100 dining credit.
Visits to the Planeta Ulmo estate (including a tour, tasting,
and lunch) from $67.

(VINEYARD) LUCA SAVETTIERE, (CASKS) ROGER PAPERNO

DO IT: Say Salute!
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DRIFT
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Europe, one thing is for sure. On an Avalon cruise, every day is an adventure
and every adventure is up to you. Choose from extraordinary excursions and
activities that speak to your passions and pursuits. An onboard Adventure
Center and Host will help bring it all to life. So turn viewing into doing and
drift away on your custom adventure with Avalon
SAVE UP TO $1,500 PER COUPLE ON SELECT 2020 AVALON WATERWAYS RIVER CRUISES*
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Culture Stop

Locals welcome
travelers at
Panauti’s Indreshwar
Mahadev temple.

T

HE HIMALAYA ARE, FOR

Real Country
Exploring beyond Everest in Nepal and connecting with
locals in India deliver tourism for good.
By Lisa Wogan
Photography by Kevin J. Miyazaki
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many travelers, the reason
to visit Nepal. Skyscraping
and storied, they top life
lists for good reason. So a trip to “the
roof of the world” that didn’t aim for
the ceiling honestly seemed a little
crazy to me – until now. Hiking in the
foothills southeast of Kathmandu,
with no plans to go any higher, I
think I’m as content as any trekker in
this country.
Lush terraced hills roll out in all directions, the morning haze keeping
things a little dreamy. The altitude
is a respectable 5,000 feet, yet these
aren’t considered mountains – our
guide explains that in Nepal a snowy
cap is required for that designation.
Goats and chickens browse outside
simple stone and brick farmhouses;
laundry and prayer flags flap in the
warm May breeze. My companions
and I have hiked for a couple of
hours along dirt roads and footpaths,
and we haven’t seen another tourist.
We share the route with women in
colorful kurtas lugging baskets, men
in topis sipping chai, and kids clambering after dogs over rock piles.
Panauti feels far off Nepal’s tourist
track, because it is. Expeditions to
Everest Base Camp, the Annapurna
Circuit, and the like leave much of
the country unexplored – a boon for
travelers seeking authentic cultural
experiences, but a lost opportunity
for Nepalis left out of one of the nation’s most important industries.
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Culture Stop

TIP
“Nepalis are warm and welcoming,
and they understand that foreigners
don’t always know their customs.
But there are a few small things
you can do to show respect.
The Nepali greeting may be familiar
from yoga – ‘namaste,’ with palms
held together at the chest and soft
eye contact. This is believed to connect
our inner spirits. Rather than using
just first names, Nepalis refer to
each other as ‘mother,’ ‘father,’ ‘sister,’
or ‘brother’ by adding ji to the end
of a name. So, for instance, you
would greet Tshering by saying,
‘Namaste, Tshering-ji.’ ”
– Jean Pickard,
Virtuoso travel advisor, Atlanta

A scene from a hike between Sanga and Panauti. Opposite, clockwise from top left:
Kathmandu style, a hillside harvest, potent aila, and Asan Market in Kathmandu.

The six-mile hike from the small town
of Sanga (home of the world’s tallest
statue of Shiva) to the historic city of
Panauti was developed as a draw for
visitors, with help from the Planeterra
Foundation. Founded by Toronto-based
social entrepreneur Bruce Poon Tip,
Planeterra embraces the idea that tourism can be a catalyst to improve people’s
lives and a spur for the protection of
natural environments and local culture.
It’s the nonprofit offshoot of Poon Tip’s
small-group adventure-travel company,
G Adventures.
Since it began in 1990, G Adventures
has embraced ecotourism, responsible
tourism, and sustainable tourism – none
of which, Poon Tip says, quite captures the
extent of its approach. In 100 countries, the
company offers immersive experiences
that follow industry-leading guidelines
about responsibly interacting with wildlife,
indigenous people, and children. Itineraries include visits to social-enterprise
projects that infuse trips with meaning and
a sense of purpose.
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Last year, G Adventures began providing something called a Ripple Score for
its tours as a measure of positive impact.
Working with Sustainable Travel International, Poon Tip says, “We looked at
the entire supply chain to find out what
percentage of the money we spend on
the ground actually goes into locally
owned businesses and local talent
management. We were surprised, and it
changed our behaviors.”
My day in Panauti is part of a trip showcasing some of G Adventures’ G for Good
experiences in India and Nepal. Like
most of its trips, this one blends guided
outings and tours with hands-on activities, such as learning to wrap a sari, and
visits to social-enterprise projects.
OUR HIKE EVENTUALLY DESCENDS

through rice paddies until we thread into
narrow lanes in the Old Town that seem
little changed since the fifteenth century,
when Panauti was an important kingdom
for the Newari, who have lived in the
region for centuries. Our destination is the

Indreshwar Mahadev temple. Unlike the
better-known Hindu temple complexes
of Bhaktapur and Patan, Indreshwar
wasn’t damaged by Nepal’s devastating
2015 earthquake. The tiered, pagoda-style
temple stands tall. Beneath it, women in
embroidered silk greet us with flowered
garlands. Young men play drums and
cymbals, known as dhime and chali. I’m
told that these once-neglected traditional
Newari instruments are being revived by
a younger generation for events such as
this one.
Into shallow terra-cotta cups, women
from the community pour aila, a local
fermented liquor that burns going down.
Dancers soon fill the courtyard; their
classic gestures span the ages. By the
time we’re invited to join in, the drink has
done its work. We gamely try to follow the
dancers’ elegant moves until everyone is
freestyling and laughing.
For dinner, our party breaks into
more-intimate groups. As part of the
Panauti Community Homestay, another
Planeterra-G Adventures initiative, local families host guests in their homes
for meals and overnight stays, with a
percentage of the proceeds shared by the
larger community.
Srijana Strestha, an outgoing young
woman who seems perfectly at ease with
strangers, walks four of us to her home in
a concrete building that looks like a small
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From top: Making yomari in a
Panauti family’s home and teatime at
Sheroes Hangout.
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apartment complex. In the third-floor
kitchen, her father, Laxmi Narayan
Strestha, kneads dough in a metal
bowl. Her mother, Ram Devi, slices
okra. Anajani, her older sister, makes
chai. A young boy scrambles in from
next door to borrow a grater. There is
plenty of good-natured yelling through
windows. Anajani explains that 35
members of an extended family live in
this building.
After a cold beer and peppery flatbread, we gather around a table on the
rooftop balcony for a yomari-making
lesson led by Laxmi. Yomari are coneshaped dumplings filled with a tarry
mix of coconut, cashews, almonds,
raisins, dates, and sugarcane syrup
that originated in these parts. Anajani
shows us photos of her wedding. Her
husband works in Saudi Arabia – due
to a lack of opportunity close to home,

many Nepalese men work abroad. It’s
one of the reasons the homestay project was started by and for women.
We dine together back in the
kitchen at a table purchased with
homestay earnings. The same is true
for the refrigerator. We put down our
forks and follow the sisters’ example,
using our hands to eat the mustard
greens, okra, beans, eggplant, and
paneer. If there are other concessions
to outsiders besides the forks, I can’t
spot them.
With the night comes rain, thunder, and a quick temperature drop. I
imagine this cool air began in the deep
freeze above the world’s highest glaciers. But that’s for others to contend
with. I turn my attention back to these
new friends, this cozy kitchen, and my
first-ever yomari, which taste strange
and sweet.
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Culture Stop

From left: Momo dumpling
preparation at SASANE and a youthled City Walk in New Delhi.

GO
G Adventures’ 17-day journey through India and Nepal
in conjunction with National
Geographic introduces travelers to highlights throughout both countries – as well

WITH VISITS TO OTHER SOCIAL-

enterprise projects in India and Nepal,
G Adventures connects travelers to real
people, real stories, and real change.
Here, a few examples:

Share Chai in Agra
If the Taj Mahal is a cool marble monument to a noble love, Sheroes Hangout
in Agra puts that story in perspective.
This cheerful café is run entirely by the
survivors of acid attacks. It’s estimated
that hundreds of women are attacked
this way every year in India by the people
who should love them – husbands, lovers, parents. The café offers purpose and
community for victims in a culture that
shuns them. For visitors, this is a chance
to witness true bravery and to support
these women in turning their lives
around, which they do with grace and a
surprising abundance of laughter.

Open Your Eyes in Delhi
The narrow lanes of New Delhi are a
maze of wonders: Banyan trees grow into
ancient buildings, clusters of cables loom
overhead like enormous gaudy nests,
zipping rickshaws and motorbikes test
walkers’ composure. Get oriented to the
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neighborhood with the help of those who
know these complicated streets intimately. The poised, articulate teenage
guides leading the youth City Walk once
lived on the streets of India’s megacities,
surviving any way they could. As part of
the Salaam Baalak Trust, they are given a
home, secondary education, and preparation for careers in tourism (the tours
are excellent practice).

as to projects that include
SASANE in Kathmandu, the
City Walk in Delhi, and Sheroes Hangout café in Agra.
Travelers who want to experience a homestay like the
one in this story can opt for a
more modest seven-day trip
in Nepal that focuses on living like locals and includes a
stay with a family in Panauti.

Break Bread in Kathmandu

India and Nepal departures:

Momos, spicy Nepalese dumplings, are
as close to a national food as you can
get. Learn the trick of creating these
neat little pockets with the women of the
Sisterhood of Survivors, hosted by the
nonprofit SASANE. The Planeterra project
in Kathmandu supports SASANE in training women who have survived human
trafficking for careers in hospitality and
as paralegals to help them land sustainable long-term jobs and reduce the risk
they will be abused or trafficked again.
SASANE won a 2016 UN World Tourism Organization Award for Excellence
and Innovation. The afternoon includes
inspiring stories, a cooking lesson, and a
shared lunch with the sisterhood in their
Kathmandu office.

Multiple dates, February
2, 2020, to December 26,
2021; from $3,229. Nepal
departures: Multiple dates,
March 8, 2020, to December
5, 2021; from $509.
Your travel advisor can work
with Amber Tours, one of
Virtuoso’s on-site connections in India, to craft specialinterest itineraries throughout
the country, from leopard
tracking with nomads and
Himalaya wellness retreats
to gem shopping in Jaipur,
visiting royal palaces and
monuments, and more.
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Follow
the
Signs
Your prescription for maintaining
a healthy mind, body, and spirit?
Travel, written in the stars.
BY ELAINE GLUSAC

acation is the original time-out to
refresh mentally and physically.
Now it’s considered as vital as
eating well, sleeping sufficiently,
staying intellectually stimulated,
and engaging in holistic self-care, as wellness
travel expands to include learning vacations,
volunteer activities, spiritual pursuits, and
hard-core feats such as quadrathlons.
“Hotels, cruise lines, and tour providers are
now developing programs to fill a growing
desire to discover yourself, along with your

00ONE/GETTY IMAGES
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destination,” says Ajay Karah, a Virtuoso
travel advisor based in Calgary, Canada.
“As we become increasingly in touch with
our planet, our curiosity to learn more
about ourselves and refresh our souls is
also expanding.”
To each individual belongs their own
wellness prescription. After mining the
interior worlds of the zodiac, we’ve
produced the following personalized plans
for rejuvenating travel. Whatever your path,
all signs point to a healthy new you.
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MARCH 21 – APRIL 19
limits. Fortunately, the travel industry gets you, Aries,
and has created hard-core
competitions, physical
challenges, and restorative
programs geared toward
power players. Resorts
such as Saint Lucia’s BodyHoliday offer quadrathlon
competitions combining
serious distance mountain
biking, running, abseiling,
and kayaking. Executive

programs at Canyon Ranch
in Lenox, Massachusetts,
efficiently package medical tests with individualized stress-management
programs from exercise
physiologists, yogis, and
lifestyle consultants.
YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: Go for
it – the Challenge Course at
Tucson’s 145-room Miraval
Arizona Resort & Spa dares

you to rise to new levels of
bravery and power through
zip lining, slacklining, tightrope walking, and climbing
a 40-foot ladder. Doubles
from $449 per person,
including daily challenge
activities, yoga, meditation,
fitness classes, and wellness
lectures; full spa access; all
meals; and more. Virtuoso
travelers receive a $100
resort credit and a journal.

Getting the hang of things:
Quadrathlons at Saint Lucia’s
BodyHoliday include
abseiling adventures.
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(ZODIAC ILLUSTRATIONS) VECTORTATU/GETTY IMAGES

epresented by
the ram, this
fire sign and
first symbol of
the Zodiac is a natural
leader: bold, ambitious,
determined, and direct. But
Aries can be impulsive and
possess excessive energy,
which is all the more reason
to harness that inner drive
to a fitness program that
will push you to healthy

Gemini
MAY 21 – JUNE 20

Treetop tranquility: The spa at
Puerto Rico’s Dorado Beach,
a Ritz-Carlton Reserve.

Taurus
APRIL 20 – MAY 20
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, Park Hyatt Beaver Creek
Resort and Spa’ CBD
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Doubles from $299;
Virtuoso travelers receive breakfast
daily and a $100 resort credit.

YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: S k
88Lefay Resort & Spa Dolomiti
P z
, I y, w
v u z
c u
f u
b
, saltwater-lake immersions,
u
c
b
c y u
y Doubles
from $355; Virtuoso travelers receive breakfast daily,
a 50-minute massage, and a
complimentary dinner.
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Cancer
JUNE 21 – JULY 22

YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: Heed your
marine calling and sail away for ten
days with W
C
and
James Beard Foundation chef Tanya
Holland, owner of Oakland’s Brown
Sugar Kitchen. The San Diego-toVancouver, B.C. voyage aboard the
212-passenger Star Breeze includes
wine tastings, chef demos, and visits to f m
’m
. Departure:
May 5, 2020; from $2,499.

A
Bl c b

y

Leo
JULY 23 – AUGUST 22
eo throbs with the
lion’s heart: passionate,
theatrical, vivacious.
You’re creative, artistic,
loyal, and optimistic. Follow
your instincts and unleash that
inner artist on your next great
escape. Sign up for
y
g
at
Blackberry Mountain, a resort
in eastern Tennessee, or, for a
farther-flung adventure, travel
with Artisans of Leisure on a
customized learning vacation
that teaches traditional pottery
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in a Japanese village or
l
g in Austria.

c

YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: Get
creative at Beijing’s 51-room
Am
S mm P l c , which
pairs its privileged location
adjacent to the capital’s Summer Palace with opportunities
to learn traditional arts such
as
m
g
c ll g
y. Doubles from $500;
Virtuoso travelers receive
breakfast daily and one 60minute massage per room.

(COOKING) LYNK PHOTOGRAPHY

ancer nurtures a compassionate, loyal, and loving
soul behind that outer
self-protective crab shell.
The water sign also rules the stomach, drawing Cancers to all things
culinary. Hone your cooking skills
with Regent Seven Seas Cruises,
home to the Culinary Arts Kitchen,
for individualized
c
g
cl
, or enroll in Chewton Glen’s
The Kitchen, a cookery school in
Hampshire, England. Miami-based
Virtuoso advisor Andrew David
Harris calls the school “warm and
inviting, drawing from gardens and a
greenhouse to create an integrative
experience for people who want to
learn to cook and
l
.”

Virgo
AUGUST 23 –
SEPTEMBER 22

ssociated with the
goddess of wheat
and agriculture,
earthy Virgos are
logical, practical, diligent,
and, at times to their detriment, inclined to perfectionism. Helpful Virgos also tend
to be problem solvers, teachers, and healers, who, frankly,
could use a little personal
time. Try recovering with
cryotherapy – its cold blasts
hasten healing and reduce
inflammation – at The Ranch
Malibu. Or take a two-night
break from touring Australia
at Byron Bay’s Gaia Retreat
& Spa, which combines fitness classes, organic cuisine,
a naturopathic clinic, and
outdoor yoga classes.

Rock on! Hiking at Sedona's
Mii amo wellness resort.

YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: Get
back in balance with a wellness retreat at the 16-room
Mii amo in Sedona. Choose
from the resort’s three-, four-,
or seven-day “Journeys” that
incorporate hiking in redrock country with Native
American-inspired treatments, lectures on the area’s
fabled energy vortexes, and
stargazing. Journeys from
$3,443 per person, including
accommodations; an allinclusive dining plan; access
to all fitness facilities, wellness classes, and lectures; a
spa credit of $1,290 (or larger,
based on length of Journey);
and more. Virtuoso travelers
receive a $100 or $200 resort
credit per room (based on
length of Journey).
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Scorpio
OCTOBER 23 – NOVEMBER 21
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Libra
SEPTEMBER 23 –
OCTOBER 22
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YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: P t
shinrin-yoku
t
m l
fJ
t EXO Travel’
f ulk
t
t
l
f Y ku m
UNES O
W l H t
t f m u f
t ancient cedar forests
m t
m
t
1 800
l . Departures: Any day
through 2020; from $2,118.
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YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: M t
b l
l
l
Oceania
Cruises’ 20S
-t S
b
t
684Regatta. A
t ll
B l ff
tm t
l x
t
qu l
t
. W ll
-t m
x u
lu
mindful walk
m
t t
t
t
u t
ut
B b
Au t l . Departure: November 11,
2020; from $4,999.
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Forest bathing on Japan's
Yakushima Island.
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Paradise
Exquisite Resorts With EXCLUSIVE Amenities
for Virtuoso Travelers
U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

ARUBA

THE RITZ-CARLTON, ST. THOMAS ............................. from $6741

THE RITZ-CARLTON, ARUBA ..................................... from $25071

Resort View King Room.
Kids 12 & younger stay FREE!
Ask about Virtuoso Amenities.

PUERTO RICO

Junior Suite.
Includes welcome drink, non-motorized water sports
and more PLUS Kids 11 & younger stay FREE!
Virtuoso Amenities: Daily buffet breakfast for two,
$100 resort credit per room and a welcome amenity.2

DORADO BEACH,
A RITZ-CARLTON RESERVE .........................................from $14151

GRAND CAYMAN

East Beach Garden Reserve, Ocean Front Luxury
King/King Room, 1st Level.
One child 12 & younger stays FREE!
Virtuoso Amenities: Daily full American breakfast for two.
Stays in Suite categories also receive $150 in resort credit
per suite, complimentary room upgrade and early/late
check-in/out.2

Club Resort View King Room.
Includes exclusive club lounge access, personal
concierge and five complimentary food presentations daily.
Virtuoso Amenities: Daily buffet breakfast for two,
$100 resort credit per room, priority early check-in and
late check-out.2

THE RITZ-CARLTON, GRAND CAYMAN................ from $33201

VA C AT I O N S I N C L U DE: 5 nights’ accommodation and taxes

Ask about complete vacation packages including convenient flights,
exciting activities, travel protection coverage and more.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY
1Rate is per person, based on double occupancy, for check-in on 06/02/20, in room category shown.
2
Virtuoso Amenities: Applies to new bookings only. Amenities are subject to change and availability. Certain restrictions apply. Select room categories, age restrictions, minimum length of stay and advance reservations
may apply for certain amenities. Please ask for details. Blackout dates may apply.
Unless otherwise indicated: rates quoted are accurate at time of publication, & are per person, based on double occupancy. Airfare, taxes, surcharges, gratuities, transfers & excursions are additional. Advertised rates
do not include any applicable daily resort or facility fees payable directly to the hotel at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Rates, terms, conditions, availability, itinerary, government
taxes, surcharges, deposit, payment, cancellation terms/conditions & policies subject to change without notice at any time. Cruise rates capacity controlled. Other restrictions may apply, including, but not limited to
baggage limitations & fees, standby policies & fees, non-refundable tickets & change fees with pre-flight notification deadlines, & blackout dates. Fees & policies vary among airlines. Contact airline directly for any
details or questions. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for cruise & tour providers listed. CST# 1007939-10. Copyright©2020 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Fo ow
H k ng
Inc

Sagittarius
ou can’t pin the
archer Sagittarius
down. Adventurous, thrill seeking,
magnetic, and funny, Sagittarius has insatiable wanderlust and craves change
and plenty of room to roam.
Sate your desire to explore
while slowing down your
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inner whirl by w k ng
C m no d S n go, an
ancient pilgrimage route in
the north of Spain, on a customized vacation crafted
by your travel advisor in
collaboration with Virtuoso
on-site Made for Spain &
Portugal. Or arrive at Machu
Picchu the adventurous

way by trekking there along
Peru’s 26-mile Inc
with Intrepid Travel.
YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: Give
ow
v a try without
compromising your thirst
for adventure on B
fi d & Rob n on’s private,
eight-day cycling tour in

central Chile. The roundtrip-from-Santiago journey
will have you casually
pedaling past generationsold estancias and vast
vineyards backed by the
Andes. Departures: Multiple dates, mid-September
2020 to early May, 2021;
from $9,495.

PINTAI SUCHACHAISRI/GETTY IMAGES

NOVEMBER 22 – DECEMBER 21

Voted Best
River Cruise Line
By Virtuoso Advisors
EIGHT TIME WINNER, BEST RIVER CRUISE LINE
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

An Unparalleled
River Cruise Experience
With award-winning AmaWaterways, guests are treated to a luxury experience
highlighted by exquisite cuisine, included shore excursions in every port and
unparalleled service – all while exploring the world, one river at a time.
For information about our limited-time
Triple Savings Offer, See Your Virtuoso
Travel Advisor

Capricorn
DECEMBER 22 – JANUARY 19
s

YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: B
n
ou
o ss on
nd
son
s on
n
ro ds. I s s x-d
u s o
dn u
nC o
o b n s bi ing
nd
y ing ong
D
n
Co s
ks
oug
V n n n ss n
o no H
nd
s nd- o
ng s ng x u s ons.
Departures: Multiple dates, May 28
to August 19, 2020; from $4,099.

Gre ter good: In Peru,
Sol y Lun guests n
help hildren in need vi
the resort’s found tion.

Aquarius
JANUARY 20 – FEBRUARY 18

qu us,
b
, s og ss ,
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n
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I Aqu us s s ubbo n, u
do n o d o on. You’
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du ng C s C u s s’ You
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So Lun
so ’s ound on
d o d o du
on.
YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: H
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V uoso
on-s Tr ils of Indo hin o
us o z b purpose
driven v
tion n V n
nd C
bod . On n 11-d
jou n
o H no o S
R
, o x
, gu s s n
nd
nd n flo
fi ds
n
H no nd
ns
fi
s n C
bod n
g . Departures: Any
day March 1 through August 30,
2020; from $4,993.

(BIKING) LIZ HALE/BACKROADS
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WARM WELCOMES

EMBRACE THE ADVENTURE, ON BOARD AND ASHORE
Explore Alaska’s spectacular Glacier Bay. Experience the stark beauty of Norway’s North Cape. Visit Rotterdam’s contemporary
architectural gems. See Alaska and Northern Europe with the cruise line that knows them best. Holland America Line.

14-Day North Cape

7-Day Alaskan Inside Passage

Roundtrip Rotterdam
Rotterdam | Jul 25, 2020

Roundtrip Vancouver
Koningsdam | Aug 22, 2020

Taxes, fees and port expenses additional at $195

Taxes, fees and port expenses additional at $200

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $50 onboard spending
money per stateroom plus dinner for two at Pinnacle
Grill and Canaletto (Veranda and Suite)

Exclusive Amenity: Up to $50 onboard spending
money plus dinner for two at Pinnacle Grill and
Canaletto (Veranda and Suite)

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

2,799

$

OCEAN-VIEW FROM

1,749

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL
ADVISOR TO BOOK TODAY

$

Fares are based on Promo LG. Featured fares are per person based on double occupancy, cruise or Land+Sea Journeys only. Fares are in U.S. dollars. All savings amounts are included
in the fares shown. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are additional and range from $195 to $200. Subject to availability. For more information about our stateroom categories and suite
descriptions, to view deck plans and for full terms and conditions applicable to your cruise, please refer to hollandamerica.com or the appropriate Holland America Line brochure. Offers
have limited space, and may be modified or withdrawn without prior notice. Other restrictions may apply. Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands.

Pisces
FEBRUARY 19 – MARCH 20
isces, represented
by a pair of fish, is
psychic, empathetic, compassionate, and sensitive. You
feel deeply and tend to
be invigorated by sound.
Tap into those resonant
harmonies by traveling
for music, whether it’s to
Texas’ Lake Austin Spa
Resort for crystal-bowl

sound immersion therapy
or Palais Hansen Kempinski Vienna, where a local
composer can create a
personal waltz for you and
yours to be played in a private concert in your suite
by orchestral musicians.
YOU’LL ALSO LOVE: Seek
sound therapy, aka sound
baths (Tibetan singing

bowls, sun gongs, natural
percussion instruments),
offered by the hotel’s sacred arts muse Bellé Flora
at the 20-room Castel
Fragsburg in northern
Italy’s South Tyrol region.
Kathleen Sullivan, a Virtuoso advisor from Washington, D.C., sends clients
to this intimate hideaway
for reprieves amid busy

European itineraries. Get
in tune with its “personal
charm, healthy food, and
immersive sound baths that
ease you into a meditative
state quite near sleep,”
she says. Doubles from
$464; Virtuoso travelers
receive breakfast daily, a
body balm prepared by the
hotel’s alchemist, and one
sound-medicine ritual.

STEFANO SCATÀ

Tune in: Italy's Castel Fragsburg
offers immersive sound baths
with a sacred arts muse.
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UNIQUE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
Travel with Tauck along the scenic Yellow Roads of Europe and become part of the places you’re invited
to discover. Explore the Louvre and the Vatican during visits for Tauck guests after hours. Make yourself at
home in royal castles, restored convents, country châteaux, Spanish paradors, chic Alpine resorts, grand
hotels, and charming inns. Meet chefs, artists, dancers, equestrians and royalty who inspire you with their
passions and perspectives. Wine and dine with the locals in their homes, palaces, pubs, and vineyards.
And return home with a real sense of what life is like wherever you travel with Tauck.

For full details on 2020 and 2021 Europe departures,
please contact your preferred Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

Life is short.

YOU DESERVE A VIRTUOSO
TRAVEL ADVISOR.

YOU DESERVE A
VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR.

Provence, France

Your time matters. A Virtuoso travel advisor helps you make every minute
count while you’re experiencing all the world has to offer. You deserve that.
If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.

virtuoso.com

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

